
SYNTHETIC LOVE

Synthetic Love is neither prêt-a-porter, nor haute couture, it is 
conceptual costume for the stage, installation art and fashion 
performance. The project was undertaken through a series of 
residencies, workshops, exhibitions and performances in 
various countries including the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum in 
Japan, the Blackburn, Museum & Art Gallery and the Action 
Factory in Blackburn England.

The collection expresses ideas about women’s efforts to 
improve themselves through various physical manipulations 
in oder to get more attention from those around them. This 
trend has been happening around the world and many women 
spend huge amounts of money to achieve this goal. The 
designs are intended to express love. However the costumes 
express neither romance nor the true glory of love; they 
express fake love, something ironic and extreme. 

The collection is characterised through the overwhelming use 
of the colour pink. The colour is used to give a girly, kitsch and 
eccentric sensation to the creations. The use of pink plastics 
and synthetic fur are intended to highlight the fickleness, 
volatility and falsehood that permeate our dearly held beliefs, 
influences and lifestyles. In my opinion hardly anyone truly 
loves or gives something for nothing. Our need for love has 
become like our need for other commodities in our capitalist 
society. People sometimes present themselves in an artificial 
way, and even tell lies to make sure they get love.

Tiarma Sirait is a Bandung-based fashion artist who presents visually provocative and thought provoking 
installations, performances, textiles and fashions questioning all the conventional wisdoms both of the 
East and West. She aims to support diversity in Indonesian fashion through active participation in the 
local and international fashion scenes. She is passionate about developing the creativity of young 
Indonesian designers through workshops and internship programs and events. She sees her key role in 
the facilitation of fashion as a medium of expression and communication through various exhibitions, 
lectures, writing, performances and forums. Through her bold conceptual approaches to art, fashion 
design and pop culture, Tiarma has explored themes such as love and lust, foreign influences on 
Indonesian culture and mass consumerism. Her art is intended to show hyper reality within a 
contemporary context. Tiarma actively participates in many exhibitions around the world; the countries 
she has exhibited her works in include Malaysia, Thailand, Australia, France, Germany, Canada, Cuba, 
Poland, Japan, United Kingdom, Sweden, Italy, China, Colombia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Portugal, 
Slovakia, Czech, Hungary, USA and South Korea.
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